PDB STATS

- Total Peering Networks: 7462
- Total Public Exchange Points: 595
- Total Unique Public Exchange Presences: 22786
- Total Private Facilities: 1725
- Total Unique Private Facility Presences: 13352
- Average Tickets per week ~200
  - Brazil on significant rise
  - Many non-native English speaking/writing tickets
- Some rise in abuse
PEERING DB 2.0

- Ready to launch
- Many API testers, QA, feedback
- PeeringDB team – Ready to cut over
- Significant dates:
  - AUG 1 – Cut over the site, API, etc
    - Leave existing SQL pull / access up for 1 month
      - Watch logs, attempt contact
  - SEPT 1 – Shut off legacy SQL access (stale data)
- Everyone welcome to use/test/integrate beta.peeringdb.com
PEERING DB ORG CHANGES

Why?

- PeeringDB needs funds for operations and software support
- Community desires for feature requests / enhancements
- Community has become dependent on PDB integrations and has become critical infrastructure
- Many organizations have offered funds to support PDB efforts
- Formal processes have not been in place to manage requests and funds
Discussions over the past year about using existing 501(6)(c) as umbrella vs. creating a new entity.

- Feedback from AIS, NANOG, GPF, etc strong enough to launch independent org
- Donation model chosen over member subscription model
- Drafted:
  - Articles of Incorporation
  - Bylaws
  - Initial Minutes
- Initial Board:
  - Chris Caputo, Patrick Gilmore, Matt Griswold, Aaron Hughes, Richard Turkbergen
- Election to be held prior to Aug 1, 2016
NEXT STEPS

• First newsletter to all users of PDB (June 4, 2015)
• Links to announce, tech, discuss, governance lists
• Link to new Wiki for corp docs
WANT TO DONATE?

**Sponsorship Levels**

**Diamond**  
*Cost: $25,000*  
*Limit: Two per year*  
- Huge icon on Benefactor’s page, on the top line  
  - Icon can be link to Sponsor’s homepage

**Platinum**  
*Cost: $10,000*  
*Limit: No limit*  
- Large icon on Benefactor’s page, on the second line  
  - Icon can be link to Sponsor’s homepage

**Gold**  
*Cost: $5,000*  
*Limit: No limit*  
- Medium icon on Benefactor’s page, on the third line

**Silver**  
*Cost: $2,500*  
*Limit: No limit*  
- Small icon on Benefactor’s page, on the fourth line

- [https://goo.gl/hNQUUD](https://goo.gl/hNQUUD) – sponsorship@peeringdb.com
QUESTIONS?

• admin@peeringdb.com